We will start with the two well-known facts. 
Introduction
In this paper we characterize complex Banach spaces B in which /?-valued analytic martingale difference sequences converge unconditionally(so-called AUMV Banach spaces) via skew-plurisubharmonic functions, defined in this paper by subharmonic functions.We start with recalling well known geometrical characterization [1] for so-called UMV Banach spaces defined to be those in which martingale difference sequences converge unconditionally. We shall prove analogical theorem for AL(MV Banach spaces. Note that the class of AUMV Banach spaces is strictly larger than the class of complex UMV Banach spaces and it includes such space as complex X 1 [0,1] which isn't UMV (LP [0, 1] are UMV for p > 1). The theory of UMV Banach spaces was developed by Burkholder, Bourgain, Pisier, Maurey, Davis and the others. The theory of AUMV Banach spaces was built by Garling, Edgar, Kalton, Lindenstrauss, Blower, Pisier and the others.
Main definitions
Let (íí,^7, (F n )%L 0 ,P) be a probability space and -{0,12},^",, C .Fn+i C T be a filtration (a nondecreasing sequence of sub-a-fields), B be a complex Banach space and M n = a B-valued martingale (i.e. dk are strongly measurable relative to Tk and Bochner integrable functions with E{d k+1 I T k ) = 0). DEFINITION <supieD$(z); 3.
< and lim*-»«, Vk = 9. The proof of this fact for B = C (for complex plane) from the book of Steven Krantz [6] carry over to the case of arbitrary Banach space B by substituting the absolute value with the norm.
We shall start the proof of the main theorem with the following lemma. To show that g±(z) is subharmonic we need to prove that for all 7* > 0 and a € ft we have E9(x + u(a + re 2n,9 ),y± u(a + re 2 ™ e ))d9 > V(x,y). Since x,y,u £ B are arbitrary vectors so we can assume that a = 0 and r = 1. Let, fix e > 0 and 9 6 [0,1], then from definition of 9(x,y) we have analytic martingales where N® is £j transform of M®, satisfying the following inequality (*) Clearly N n is £j-transform of M n . Since n can depend on 9 then the main difficulty lies in proving measurability and boundness. Let us fix 9 and let o Since e was arbitrary positive number then $ is skew-plurisubharmonic. To convince oneself that $ < $ it sufRes to take M n = 0 and N n = 0. Now we will check that $ is the maximal skew-plurisubharmonic function such that $ < Let $ < $ and $ be skew-plurisubharmonic. Hence (for ||J\g| = ||iV M _ a + e^|| < a || + ||dj < A + 26X and ||Ar"|| > /3A). Therefore we have that P(N* > ,M* < 8X) < P(p < v < +oo,a = +oo) <P(||G"|| > A(/?-2i-l)).
Since G n € M we obtain P(\\G n \\ > 1) < cE\\F n \\.
Finally

P(!i-> PKM-< IX) < -Pdljp-^njll > ')
£ Atf-M-l)*""-« Trivially $ is skew-plurisubharmonic as a linear transform of a skew-plurisubharmonic function $$. Hence $ satisfies conditions 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the theorem.
Let M be a class of martingales with natural filtration Tn = ..., 9n). Since \\hk(0u..., 9k-i)e 2/Kl6k || = ||h^,..., 0 fc _i)|| is Tk_x-measurable then M satisfies 1, 2, 3 from Lemma 2. If uk is a real function, measurable and bounded then functions ukhk are also -measurable and bounded. We will check that if there exists a skew-plurisubharmonic function $ which satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1. Then M fullfils assumptions of Lemma 2 for c = ^ .
For an analytic martingale Mn and its ^-transform Nn we have a) ||iVn|| -9(Mn,Nn) + $(0,0) > 0; b) *(Af", JV") < ||JVn|| for ||Mn|| + ||J\Tn|| > 1. Moreover, since $ is skew-plurisubharmonic then Hence B is AUMV space, which completes the proof of the theorem.
Remarks on definition of AUMV Banach space
From the existence of a skew-plurisubharmonic function for AUMV Banach space it follows a direct proof of a theorem stating that in the definition of AUMV space one can take plurisubharmonic martingales M n (i.e. such that is submartingale for all plurisubharmonic instead of analytic martingales [4] , [5] . Now we can state such a theorem in a little more general form. Its proof also implies that in the definition of AUMV space one can take uniformly bounded predictable complex random variables instead of a sign sequences. If those predictable sequences are real and bounded by 1 then one can take the same constant c p ,p > 1.
We shall start with following simple lemma. Observe that form the results of this paper it follows that in the defintion of AUMV Banach space it is enough to consider p = 1 only.
